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Abstract. The current Internet is facing serious scalability problems and the over-
loading of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses is regarded as an important reason.
The Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) is proposed as a network-based so-
lution that separates IP addresses into Routing Locators (RLOCs) and Endpoint
Identifiers (EIDs) to address the routing scalability problems. It is a critical chal-
lenge for LISP to design a scalable and efficient mapping system. In this paper, we
propose a hierarchical mapping system (HMS). HMS consists of two levels with the
bottom level maintaining the EID-to-RLOC mappings in an Autonomous System
(AS) and the upper level storing the mappings between EID-prefixes and ASs in
the global network. We adopt one-hop Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to organize
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EID-to-RLOC mappings in the bottom level and use a protocol like Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP) to propagate EID-prefix-to-AS mappings in the upper level.
HMS aggregates the prefixes in an AS and decreases the global mapping entries in
the upper level. The evaluation results show that the number of mapping entries
in HMS grows slower than the routing table size, which makes HMS scalable. In
addition, the mobility in HMS does not cause mapping changes in the upper level.
It makes HMS efficient in supporting host mobility. We estimate the map-requests
sent to the mapping system, which show the load on HMS is small. Last, we com-
pare HMS with LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT by quantitative analysis, in terms of
resolution cost, and qualitative analysis. The results show that HMS has a good
performance.
Keywords: Locator/ID separation, mapping system, hierarchical, one-hop DHT,
resolution
1 INTRODUCTION
It is commonly recognized that today’s Internet routing and addressing system is
facing serious scaling problems. The ever-increasing user population, multi-homing,
traffic engineering, and policy routing have been driving the growth of the Default
Free Zone (DFZ) routing table size at an increasing and potentially alarming rate.
The overloading of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses with the semantics of both
“who” (endpoint identifiers) and “where” (locators for routing system) is considered
to have deep implications for the routing scalability [1]. Separating the address space
into identifiers and locators has been proposed to address this problem, such as the
Identifier-Locator Network Protocol (ILNP) [2, 3, 4], Global locator, Local locator,
and Identifier Split (GLI-Split) [5], the Locator/ID Separation Protocol (LISP) [6].
In this paper, we build the mapping system in LISP, but it is suitable for other
locator/identifier separation networks with minor modification. LISP splits the IP
addresses into Endpoint Identifiers (EIDs) and Routing Locators (RLOCs). EIDs are
used to identify end hosts in edge networks while RLOCs are used to forward packets
in transit networks. Packets with EIDs as the source and destination addresses need
to be encapsulated with RLOCs by Ingress Tunnel Routers (ITRs), which are located
at the borders of edge networks, before they are sent to transit networks. Egress
Tunnel Routers (ETRs) take charge of stripping the LISP-header when packets
arrive at the borders of the destination edge networks.
An ITR can not encapsulate and forward packets if it does not have the EID-
to-RLOC mapping for the destination EID. The mapping system is built to supply
EID-to-RLOC mappings for ITRs and it is a very important component of LISP.
There have been several proposals to address this issue [7, 8, 9, 10]. These proposals
can be classified as hierarchical and Distributed Hash Table (DHT) architectures.
LISP + ALT [7] and LISP-TREE [9] are hierarchical architectures. They have good
scalability and low resolution delay as [9] shows, but they do not mention the support
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to mobility. LISP-DHT [8] and DHT-MAP [10] are based on DHT. LISP-DHT is
a distributed mapping system which stores the EID-to-RLOC mappings on a Chord-
like overlay and it has a large lookup latency [9]. DHT-MAP [10] is a mapping system
that supports flat EIDs based on Content-Addressable Network (CAN) [14] while
using such flat EIDs is unlikely to scale [9].
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical mapping system (HMS). It uses a hier-
archical structure as well as using one-hop DHT. HMS comprises two levels. The
bottom level stores the EID-to-RLOC mappings in an Autonomous System (AS) and
the upper level stores the global mappings between EID-prefixes and ASs. Each AS
can organize its own mapping system in the bottom level and we suggest the use
of one-hop DHT to implement this. It can guarantee one hop lookup in an AS
while the hierarchical architecture or other DHTs can not. We treat each EID as an
individual, flat identifier in the bottom level. In the upper level, HMS propagates
the EID-prefix-to-AS mapping information using a protocol like Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). By aggregating the prefixes in an AS, the number of mapping en-
tries in the upper level can be reduced to 60 % of the current routing table size (see
Section 4.1). The number of EID-prefix-to-AS mappings does not increase as fast as
that of the routing table, which makes HMS scalable. We also evaluate the number
of prefixes announced by an AS and the results show that the number of mapping
entries in the bottom level is very small. Due to the mobility management, the
mobility in HMS does not cause mapping updates in the upper level, which makes
HMS support host mobility efficiently. Furthermore, we estimate the percentage of
map-requests that need to be resolved by HMS, which shows that the load on HMS
is very small. We compare HMS with LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT by quantitative
analysis, in terms of resolution cost, and qualitative analysis. The results show that
HMS has the lowest resolution cost and several benefits including scalability, fast
lookup, autonomous and good mobility support.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview
of LISP, one-hop DHT and present the related work. Section 3 describes HMS
in detail. In Section 4, we present the evaluation results of HMS including map-
ping entries, mapping updates and map-requests. Section 5 compares HMS with
LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT by quantitative and qualitative analysis. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 6.
2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present overviews of LISP and one-hop DHT followed by the
related work.
2.1 The Locator/ID Separation Protocol
The locator/identifier overload of the IP address semantics is one of the causes of
the routing scalability problem [1]. LISP [6] is a network-based solution that isolates
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Figure 1. The network topology of LISP
transit networks from edge networks. It separates current IP addresses into EIDs
and RLOCs to alleviate scaling issues caused by the use of a single numbering space.
Building the solution into the network, LISP requires no change to the end-systems
and minimizes the required changes to the Internet infrastructure.
In LISP, an EID is allocated to a host from an EID-prefix block associated with
the edge network where the host locates. RLOCs are numbered from topologically-
aggregated blocks where the topology is defined by the connectivity of transit net-
works. ITRs/ETRs are tunnel routers to encapsulate or decapsulate packets. Figure
1 shows the network topology of LISP. When an end host EIDX needs to contact
a remote end host EIDY , it sends a normal IP packet with EIDX and EIDY as the
source and destination addresses. When the packet arrives at the ITR, it encapsu-
lates the packet with RLOCs and forwards the LISP-packet to the transit network.
The transit network routes the packet to the ETR based on RLOCs. The ETR
strips the LISP header and forwards the packet to the destination host EIDY .
The mapping system is a major component of LISP. It is built to provide map-
ping information on EID-to-RLOC for ITRs when they encapsulate IP packets. If
an ITR does not have the EID-to-RLOC mapping for the destination host EIDY , it
sends a map-request to the mapping system. The mapping system finds the EID-
to-RLOC mapping and sends a map-reply to the ITR. The ITR stores the mapping
in its cache, so subsequent packets can be directly tunneled. How to supply EID-
to-RLOC mappings efficiently and correctly is a critical challenge for the mapping
system.
2.2 One-Hop DHT
DHT provides scalable and practical solutions to store, locate, and retrieve informa-
tion dispersed in distributed environments. One-hop DHT is a distributed hash table
maintaining full routing table to achieve one hop lookup. It is reasonable when net-
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work churn is not very high. There are several proposals to perform one-hop DHT,
such as passing tokens [15], D1HT [16], one-hop lookups [17].
Figure 2. Notifications flow in one-hop lookups [17]
To perform one-hop DHT actually means to keep a full accurate routing table
in the address space, therefore the membership changes need to be disseminated all
over the network. We take the method in [17] as an example. One-hop lookups
in [17] superimpose a well-defined hierarchy on the system. It divides the identi-
fier space into equal contiguous intervals called slices which are further divided into
equal-sized intervals named units. Each slice or unit has a leader. Figure 2 shows
the flow of event notifications in one-hop lookups. When a normal node detects
a membership change, it sends a notification message to its slice leader. The slice
leader aggregates messages and dispatches to other slice leaders. The slice leaders
send the aggregate messages they receive to all unit leaders in their respective slices.
Afterwards, a unit leader sends the message to its successor and predecessor. The
normal nodes propagate the message in one direction, and then the event notifica-
tions can be spread around the system. If a slice or unit leader fails, its successor
detects the failure and becomes the new leader after a while. Doing this, the nodes
can always maintain a full routing table.
2.3 Related Work
The Internet Architecture Board (IAB) Workshop on Routing and Addressing points
out that the routing and addressing system is facing scalability problems and the
overload of IP addresses is one of the reasons [1]. There are several proposals to
split IP addresses into locators and identifiers. LISP [6] is proposed by D. Farinacci
et al. It separates IP addresses into EIDs and RLOCs. The packets with EIDs as the
source and destination addresses should be encapsulated with RLOCs to be routed in
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the transit network. ILNPv6 [2, 3, 4] replaces the IP address with the “Locator” and
the “Identifier”. The high-order 64-bits of the IPv6 address become the Locator and
the low-order 64-bits of the IPv6 address become the Identifier. ILNPv6 Locators
use the same number space as IPv6 routing prefixes, which ensures that no changes
are needed to deployed IPv6 routers when deploying ILNPv6. In ILNPv4 [4], the
IP Address in the IPv4 header becomes the Locator and the Identifiers are either as
an IPv4 Option or as an IPv6-style Extension Header placed after the IPv4 header
and before the upper-layer protocol. GLI-split [5] splits the current IPv6 address
into a global locator, a local locator and an identifier, and encodes them in IPv6
addresses. The identifier of a GLI-address is fixed while the locator can be replaced
by hosts or gateways on the path to the destination.
A mapping system is to provide identifier-to-locator mappings. There are several
proposals to build the mapping system for LISP. LISP + ALT [7] stores the EID-
to-RLOC mappings in a distributed manner. It is an overlay network to advertise
EID-prefix reachability information using BGP [11] along with Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE) [12]. LISP-TREE [9] is based on Domain Name System (DNS)
and EID blocks are assigned to the levels of the hierarchy by following the current
IP address allocation policies. It compares the performance of LISP + ALT, LISP-
TREE and LISP-DHT with the simulator CoreSim [26]. Both LISP + ALT and
LISP-TREE are hierarchical architectures. LISP-DHT [8] is a distributed mapping
system which stores the EID-to-RLOC mappings on a Chord-like overlay. It uses
the highest EID in an EID block as the key. DHT-MAP [10] proposes a mapping
system that supports flat EIDs based on CAN [14]. A Future InteRnet Mapping
System (FIRMS) [21] is a mapping system not only for LISP but also for other
routing approaches based on the locator/identifier split. It introduces Map-Base
(MB), Map-Base Pointer (MBP), Map-base Pointer exchange node (MBPX) and
Map-Resolver (MR) to perform the mapping system. It also considers the resilience
and security features.
3 A HIERARCHICAL MAPPING SYSTEM
In this section, we design a hierarchical mapping system which has two levels. We
design different mechanisms for the two levels, which uses a hierarchical architecture
as well as one-hop DHT. We describe the registration and resolution process in detail.
We also present the support to mobility and multihoming in HMS.
3.1 The Architecture of HMS
In the Locator/ID separation network, the mapping system is built to organize the
mapping information between EIDs and RLOCs. Figure 3 shows the network to-
pology of HMS. HMS is an overlay system built to store the mapping information
for EIDs. HMS consists of two levels: the upper level stores the global mappings
between EID-prefixes and ASs; the bottom level maintains the mappings of EID-to-
RLOC in an AS. To perform the hierarchical mapping system, we introduce three















Figure 3. The network topology of HMS
types of network components: Mapping Server, Forwarder and Resolver. Mapping
Servers store the local mapping information of EID-to-RLOC in an AS in a dis-
tributed manner. A Forwarder is an agent in an AS to aggregate the EIDs, to
issue mappings between EID-prefixes and Forwarders, denoted by EID-prefix-to-
Forwarder, and to report the mappings to the Resolvers. An AS can have one or
more Forwarders. If the AS has only one Forwarder, EID-prefix-to-Forwarder is ac-
tually the mapping of EID-prefix-to-AS. Resolvers are used to store the global map-
ping information of EID-prefix-to-Forwarder. The Resolvers compose an inter-AS
mapping system to exchange EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mappings. The three types of
components are located at transit networks, and each one has at least one routing
locator. They can be new entities added to the network or virtual functions running
at the routers.
In the bottom level, we treat each EID as a flat identifier in an AS and suggest
using one-hop DHT to organize Mapping Servers in the bottom level for several
reasons. The most important one is its fast lookup. It can make sure that a large
fraction (e.g. 99 %) of lookups will succeed at the first attempt [17]. Another reason
is that the number of Mapping Servers in an AS is not very large so the routing table
in each node can be kept small, making the lookup efficient. In addition, Mapping
Servers in the mapping system are rather stable, so the network churn rate is not very
high which is suitable for one-hop DHT. The edge network designer can change the
organization of Mapping Servers to other architectures as long as they can exchange
the EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mapping information with the upper level. In the upper
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level, Resolvers propagate the EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mappings running a protocol
like BGP, so that each resolver stores the global mapping information. Doing this,
the lookup in the upper level is very fast. When there is one Forwarder in an AS,
the EID-prefixes can be highly aggregated without considering the address space
deaggregation in an AS. Such a hierarchical architecture can also stop the mapping
changes within an AS from impacting the upper level, so the mappings in the upper
level are rather stable.
3.2 The Registration of HMS
HMS has two basic operations: registration and resolution. When an end host
attaches to an ITR, the ITR assigns a RLOC to it, and registers the mapping
to HMS. When an ITR receives packets from an end host, it resolves the map-























Figure 4. The registration process of HMS
After the end host EIDX attaches to an ITR, the ITR delegates a RLOC to it
and registers the EID-to-RLOC mapping to the mapping system. Figure 4 depicts
the registration process of HMS.
Step 1: After an ITR assigns a RLOC to EIDX , it reports the EID-to-RLOC map-
ping to the Mapping Server it connects to.
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Step 2: Beside storing the EID-to-RLOC mapping, the Mapping Server hashes
the EIDX and forwards the mapping to its successor which we call destination
Mapping Server.
Step 3: The Mapping Server aggregates the EIDs in its local database and reports
the EID-prefixes to the Forwarder in the same AS. We define the area that
a Mapping Server covers as a Mapping Domain. It may involve several ITRs.
The Mapping Server receives EID-to-RLOC mappings from all the ITRs in its
Mapping Domain.
Step 4: The Forwarder receives messages from all the Mapping Servers in an AS.
It aggregates the EIDs, issues the EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mapping for each
EID-prefix and reports the mapping to the Resolver it connects to.
Step 5: After the Resolver receives a new mapping, it propagates the information
via a protocol like BGP to other Resolvers.
Consequently, all the Resolvers maintain a full-scale EID-prefix-to-Forwarder
mapping table. Notice that the mappings in Mapping Servers and Forwarders are
local information within an AS, while Resolvers store the global information of the
whole network.
























Figure 5. The resolution process of HMS
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When EIDY wants to communicate with EIDX , it sends the packets to the ITR
it accesses to. The ITR resolves the mapping of EIDX in HMS if it does not find the
EID-to-RLOC mapping in its cache. The resolution process is shown in Figure 5.
Step 1: The ITR first sends a map-request message to its default Mapping Sever
including EIDX and the RLOC of the ITR.
Step 2: When a Mapping Server receives a map-request, it finds in its local mapping
database. If EIDX and EIDY are in the same Mapping Domain, the Mapping
Server can supply a RLOC for EIDX and send a map-reply to the ITR. Other-
wise, the Mapping Server hashes EIDX and forwards the map-request to the
successor, i.e., the destination Mapping Server in the source AS.
Step 3: The destination Mapping Server finds the RLOC for EIDX in its mapping
table. If EIDX and EIDY are in the same AS, the destination Mapping Server can
supply the EID-to-RLOC mapping for EIDX . If not, the destination Mapping
Server forwards the map-request to the Resolver it is configured with.
Step 4: The Resolver finds the EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mapping for EIDX using
the longest prefix matching and forwards the map-request to the Forwarder in
the mapping.
Step 5: The Forwarder chooses a Mapping Server in its AS randomly and forwards
the map-request to it.
Step 6: The Mapping Server hashes EIDX and forwards the map-request to its
successor, i.e., the destination Mapping Server in the destination AS.
Step 7: The destination Mapping Server sends a map-reply including the EID-to-
RLOC mapping for EIDX to the ITR.
After the ITR receives the map-reply, it stores the EID-to-RLOC mapping in
its cache for a certain time, so the subsequent packets can be encapsulated directly
without resolving in HMS.
3.4 Mobility and Multihoming
Given that the majority of communications devices are mobile terminals, efficient
mobility support should be a key feature in the future Internet [27], which has been
a hot topic over the last years [28, 29]. In this paper, we consider the mobility
management in the mapping system.
In HMS, if a Mobile Node (MN) moves in an AS, it just updates the EID-
to-RLOC mapping in the Mapping Severs and has no effect on the upper level.
When the MN moves across different ASs, the Forwarder in the current AS sends
an update message to the Forwarder in the MN’s home AS. There is no need to
update the Resolvers. When the map-request arrives at the home Forwarder, it
forwards the request to the current Forwarder, and then the mapping is resolved in
the current AS. The mobility management makes that the mobility in HMS does
not cause mapping changes in the upper level. When an edge network changes its
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provider, there is no need to update the mappings in the upper level if it does not
change the locator of the Forwarder. Doing this, the mappings in the upper level
are rather stable, which keeps the EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mappings synchronous.
The mobility management makes HMS scalable and support mobility efficiently.
If an edge network connects to multiple ITRs, i.e., the edge network is multi-
homed, it only needs one entry for each EID-prefix in the upper level, thus reducing
the load of Resolvers. Edge networks can perform traffic engineering in the mapping
system by setting different preferences and weights to the mappings.
4 EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the number of mapping entries needing to be stored in
HMS, mapping updates caused by mobility and map-requests sent to HMS.
4.1 Mapping Entries
LISP separates the network into transit networks and edge networks. Transit net-
works comprise transit routers and border routers identified by RLOCs, also some
entities to perform network management. Edge networks consist of individual hosts
identified by EIDs. The mapping system needs to store mapping items for EIDs so
that ITRs can find the mappings for EIDs. Therefore, HMS needs to organize the
mappings for edge networks. The network can be classified into transit ASs and
stub ASs [18, 19]. There are some prefixes in the transit AS not for transit service.
Only the IP boxes associated with transit services constitute transit networks. To
evaluate the worst case, we consider all the ASs in the network including not only
the stub ASs. To analyze the number of prefixes, we use the BGP data from the
RouteViews Oregon Collector [20].
In the bottom level, the mapping system stores the EID-to-RLOC mappings for
EIDs in an AS. The load of Mapping Servers depends on the number of EIDs in
an AS. We take a sample of the RIB data [20] on 1st October, 2010 to analyze the
number of prefixes that each AS announces. In Figure 6 we plot the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the number of prefixes announced by an AS with
the x value on the logarithmic x-axis. The average number of hosts per EID-prefix
is about 1 000 [21]. The figure shows that 42.52 % ASs announce only one prefix,
that is, the Mapping Servers in 42.52% ASs need only to manage 1 000 EID-to-
RLOC mappings. More than 99 % ASs announced fewer prefixes than 134, i.e.,
134 000 EIDs. To gain better utilization, the network managers can combine several
ASs together to organize the Mapping Servers. The largest number of prefixes
announced by one AS is 4 481, i.e., 4 481 000 EIDs, which is distributed stored in
Mapping Servers.
There are a large number of address space fragmentations in the routing system
due to multihoming and traffic engineering. In HMS, the Forwarders aggregate the
EID-prefixes in an AS and report them to the upper level. When there is only













































Figure 6. CDF of the number of prefixes announced per AS
one Forwarder in an AS, the Resolvers actually store the mappings of EID-prefix-
to-AS. Therefore, the prefixes can be Classless Inter-domain Routing (CIDR) [13]
aggregated in an AS. We program in C language under Linux operating system to
perform the aggregating function. We take a sample of the first day for each month
from October 2006 to October 2010. We run the aggregating function till there
is no prefix to be aggregated. In the following, we count the multihoming prefixes
which can further decrease the number of mapping entries in the Resolvers. Figure 7
shows the number of prefixes in the global routing table, being aggregated and after
getting rid of the multihoming prefixes. From this figure we can see that, after
being aggregated, the number of mappings reduces to about 60 % of the routing
table size. There are about 2 000 multihoming prefixes which can further minimize
the mapping table, and the curve is very close to the aggregated one in the figure.
What’s more, the curves also reveal that the mapping table in the upper level grows
slower than the global routing table, which makes HMS scalable.
4.2 Mapping Updates
When an end host moves or an edge network changes its provider, it is supposed to
update the mapping information in HMS. If the edge network changes its provider
without changing the Forwarder it connects to, there is no mapping update in the
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Figure 7. The number of prefixes
upper level. When an MN moves in an AS, HMS just updates the bottom level.
When an MN moves across multiple ASs, it needs to send update messages to the
home Forwarder without updating the upper level. Thus we estimate the mapping
updates in the bottom level and sent to the Forwarder caused by mobility.
We evaluate the MN’s movement behavior to estimate the mapping updates.
We assume that there are n ITRs in an AS, and the area an ITR covers is s. When
MNs are moving at an average speed of v, we derive from [22] that the rate r for







while the MN’s movement direction is uniformly distributed over [0, 2π]. The border







A MN crossing an AS moves across several ITRs, so the rate µ for a MN stays in
the same AS is
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Figure 8. Mapping updates per minute; a) updates to the forwarder, b) updates in the
bottom level
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We assume that there are x MNs in an AS, so the number of micro mobility m
causing mapping updates in the bottom level is









The number of macro mobility M which needs to send update messages to For-
warders is





Figure 8 shows the number of updates per minute when n varies from 1 to 1 000.
We can see from Section 4.1 that more than 90 % ASs announce fewer prefixes
than 15 and the average number of hosts per prefix is about 1 000 [21]. Therefore,
x = 10 000 and n = 1 000 is enough to evaluate the performance of HMS. We set
the parameters to typical values found in [22], that is, s is 10 square kilometers
(km2) and v is 10 kilometers per hour (km/h). When there are 1 000 ITRs and
10 000 MNs in an AS, there are about 650 mapping updates in the bottom level per
minute and 21 updates per minute sent to the Forwarder. The more ITRs in an AS,
the larger area an AS covers. Thus, the less possible an MN moves across ASs,
the fewer mapping updates are sent to the Forwarder. The mobility management
keeps mappings in the upper level stable and guarantees the resolution in HMS is
accurate, which makes HMS support mobility efficiently.
4.3 Map-Requests
To evaluate the number of map-requests sent to the mapping system, we collected
traces of the traffic from and to our campus network. Our campus network connects
to the ChinaNet and CERNET through a border router which has two Gigabit
links. We rely on the Netflow measurement facility supported by our border router
to collect the traffic. The records provided by Netflow contain the information of
the timestamp, the source and destination IP addresses and the size of packets. We
use the traffic collected from 0:00 A.M. to 23:59 P.M. on October 12, 2008 to do the
evaluations.
To analyze the traffic, we regard the border router as an ITR in LISP and the
IP addresses as EIDs. The ITR caches the EID-to-RLOC mappings not exceeding
the cache timeout. We add an EID-to-RLOC mapping to the ITR’s cache when the
EID is first communicated with, and remove it when it exceeds the cache timeout.
We find the mapping of the destination EID in the ITR’s cache. When there is
none, the ITR should send a map-request to HMS.
We let ρ denote the percentage of packets that need to send map-requests to
HMS, that is,
ρ =
packets to be resolved/minute
packets received by ITR/minute
. (6)
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Figure 9. The percentage of packets to be resolved
Apparently, ρ is related to the cache timeout of the ITR. The ITR can store
more EID-to-RLOC mappings if the cache timeout is larger, resulting in fewer map-
requests. Figure 9 shows the evaluation results of ρ when the ITR’s cache timeout
is 3, 30 and 60 minutes. One can clearly see from the picture that even when the
cache timeout is 3 minutes, ρ is less than 5 percent during the daytime and less than
15 percent during the night. In LISP, the mapping system seems to complicate the
network, but only 5 percent packets issuing a map-request while 100 percent packets
need to be routed by the overload routers. In this sense, it is worthy adding the
mapping system to decrease the burden of the routing system. What’s more, the
values of ρ are almost equal when the cache timeout is 30 and 60 minutes. In this
regard, we can set the ITR’s cache timeout to 30 minutes to reduce the mapping
entries in the mapping cache. Furthermore, the small values of ρ demonstrate that
the load on HMS is very small.
We notice that ρ is related to the time during one day and it is largest in
the early morning, since the active users increase and numerous items expire the
cache timeout. We do the parameter estimation using the fminsearch function in
Matlab [24] under an unconstrained nonlinear optimization [25]. We find a good fit
between the hour t and ρ when t is integer,
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The black curve in Figure 9 shows the fitting function when cache timeout is
3 minutes.
5 COMPARISONS
In this section, we make comparisons among HMS, LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
by quantitative analysis, in terms of resolution cost, and qualitative analysis.
5.1 Resolution Cost
In the following discussion, we compare the resolution cost of HMS with LISP-TREE
(the iterative mode which has a better performance) [9] and LISP + ALT [7]. We
do not consider LISP-DHT [8] since [9] has pointed that LISP-DHT has a large
resolution delay. We evaluate a complete resolving process although there are some
map-requests which can be resolved by the mapping cache.
To calculate the resolution cost, we consider the transmission cost and processing
cost. We define the following parameters for HMS as Table 1 shows according to
the resolution process described in Section 3.3. Figure 10 describes the resolving
processes of LISP-TREE and LISP+ALT according to [9]. According to the message
flows in Figure 10, we define several parameters for LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
in Table 2.
Notations Descriptions Values
Cims The transmission cost between the ITR and Mapping Server δ × 1
Cmm The transmission cost between Mapping Servers in an AS δ × 5
Cmr The transmission cost between the Mapping Server and Re-
solver
δ × 5
Crf The transmission cost between the Resolver and Forwarder δ × 10
Cfm The transmission cost between the Forwarder and Mapping
Server
δ × 5
αms The processing cost at the Mapping Server 1+log(N)
αdms The processing cost at the destination Mapping Server 1
αrs The processing cost at the Resolver log 200 000
αfw The processing cost at the Forwarder 0
Table 1. The parameters defined for HMS
The transmission cost is related to the distance l between the entities. We
assume that if the entities are directly connected, the distance is 1; if the entities
are in the same AS, the distance is 5; if the entities are in the different ASs, the
distance is 10. We define δ as the proportionality constant between the distance and
the transmission cost, i.e., the transmission cost Ctran = l × δ [23].
The processing cost is related to the number of entries that a lookup needs to
search and the data structure the resource being stored. In HMS, the EID-to-RLOC
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Figure 10. The resolving process of LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT (see [9] for the details)
mappings at the Mapping Server use the hash table and the complexity is O(1). We
assume the processing cost to search the mapping table at the Mapping Server is 1.
The processing cost to search the finger table is proportional to the logarithm of the
length of the finger table. Since we adopt one-hop DHT, the length of the finger table
is the number of Mapping Servers in an AS. In a Mapping Server, it first searches the
mapping table to find if there is the required mapping, and then searches the finger
table to forward a map-request to the successor. Therefore, the processing cost at
the Mapping Server is αms = 1+log(N), where N is the number of Mapping Servers
in an AS. While in the destination Mapping Server, it just searches the mapping
table, so the processing cost is αdms = 1. In addition, we assume that the lookup
in LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT is based on the longest prefix matching and most
implementations use the traditional Patricia trie, so the complexity of the lookup is
proportional to the logarithm of the length of table in each layer. According to [9],
we obtain the length of table in each layer. In LISP-TREE, the root LISP-TREE
Server (LTS) just stores the information of layer 2, so the length of table at the
root layer is 256. However, the root layer in LISP + ALT also stores the information
about other root layers, so the length of table is 256+8. The number of children of
layer 2 is about 1 000 ∼ 6 072 [9], and we take 6000 as the length of table at layer 2.
Since the length of table in the upper two layer is fixed, the resolution cost is related
to that in the bottom layer. The length of table in the bottom layer, denoted by
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Notations Descriptions Values
Cimr The transmission cost between the ITR and MR in LISP-
TREE
δ × 1
Cmr1 The transmission cost between the MR and the root layer
in LISP-TREE
δ × 10
Cmr2 The transmission cost between the MR and layer 2 in
LISP-TREE
δ × 10
Cmr3 The transmission cost between the MR and the bottom
layer in LISP-TREE
δ × 10
Cib The transmission cost between the ITR and the bottom
router in LISP + ALT
δ × 5
Cl12 The transmission cost between the root layer and layer 2
in LISP + ALT
δ × 10
Cl23 The transmission cost between layer 2 and the bottom
layer in LISP + ALT
δ × 10
Cme The transmission cost between the MR and the ETR in
LISP-TREE
δ × 10
Cbe The transmission cost between the bottom router and the
ETR in LISP + ALT
δ × 5
Crr The transmission cost between root routers in LISP +
ALT
δ × 10
Cie The transmission cost between the ITR and ETR in
LISP + ALT
δ × 10
αal1 The processing cost at the root layer in LISP + ALT log(256 + 8)
αtl1 The processing cost at the root layer in LISP-TREE log 256
αl2 The processing cost at layer 2 in LISP-TREE and LISP+
ALT
log 6 000
αl3 The processing cost at the bottom layer in LISP-TREE
and LISP + ALT
log(k)
αetr The processing cost at the ETR in LISP-TREE and
LISP + ALT
log 100
αmr The processing cost at the MR in LISP-TREE 0
Table 2. The parameters defined for LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
k is equal to the number of prefixes that reports to it. When there are N bottom
routers or Mapping Servers in an AS and we take 150 as the number of prefixes in





Furthermore, to calculate the resolution cost, we set the number of prefixes
connected to an ETR as 100. We also obtain the number of entries at the Re-
solver of about 200 000 from Section 4.1, so the processing cost at a Resolver is
log 200 000. What’s more, we assume that the processing cost is 0, if the entities
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just forward a packet without lookup, such as a MR forwards a map-request in
LISP-TREE.
Based on the above analysis, we obtain the values of parameters stated in the
third column of Tables 1 and 2. The resolution cost C consists of the transmission
cost Ctran and the processing cost Cproc,
C = Ctran + Cproc. (9)
According to the resolution process in Section 3.3 and Figure 10, the resolution
cost of HMS Chms, LISP-TREE Ctree and LISP + ALT Calt can be calculated as
follows: 
Chms = Cims + Cmm + Cmr + Crf + Cfm + Cmm
+ 2αms + 2αdms + αrs + αfw
Ctree = 2Cimr + 2Cmr1 + 2Cmr2 + 2Cmr3 + 2Cme
+ 5αmr + αtl1 + αl2 + αl3 + αetr
Calt = Cib + 2Cl23 + 2Cl12 + Crr + Cbe + 2αal1
+ 2αl2 + 2αl3 + αetr.
(10)
With the values of parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2, we can obtain
Chms = δ · (1 + 5 + 5 + 10 + 5 + 5)
+ β · (2 · (1 + log(N)) + log 200 000 + 2 · 1 + 0)
Ctree = δ · (2 · 1 + 2 · 10 + 2 · 10 + 2 · 10 + 2 · 10)
+ β · (log 256 + log 6 000 + log(k) + log 100)
Calt = δ · (5 + 2 · 10 + 2 · 10 + 10 + 5)
+β · (2 · log(256 + 8) + 2 · log 6 000 + 2 · log(k) + log 100)
(11)
where β is the weighting factor of the lookups, and the classic value is 0.7 [23]. We
take the classic value of δ from [23], which is 0.2. We show the resolution cost versus
the values of k in Figure 11. The results show that HMS has the lowest resolution
cost. Since the size of the finger table at the Mapping Server decreases with the
increase of k, the resolution cost of HMS decreases while that of LISP-TREE and
LISP + ALT increases.
In addition, we evaluate the change of the resolution cost per unit time c during
a day. Based on Equation (7), we obtain










· λα · C (12)
where λα is the average packet arrival rate, and we take 4 as the value of λα [23].
We obtain the values when t is integer and plot the trends when k=100 in Figure 12.
The resolution cost per unit time is largest in early morning, since there are more
map-requests sent to the mapping system. We can also see that HMS has the lowest
cost and the cost of LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT is very close due to the similar
hierarchical architecture. Notice that we consider LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
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Figure 11. The resolution cost versus the values of k
with three layers while there may be more layers in the network, which causes larger
resolution cost.
5.2 Qualitative Analysis
HMS has several benefits, and we compare it with LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT.
The results are shown in Table 3.
HMS LISP-TREE LISP + ALT
Scalability yes yes yes
Fast lookup yes no no
Mobility yes no no
Autonomous yes no no
Resolution Cost low high highest
Table 3. Comparisons of HMS, LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
1) Scalability
Scalability is one of the most important objectives of the mapping system.
HMS can highly aggregate the mapping entries, so it can save the storage space
and reduce the resolution cost. The mapping entries in HMS increase slower than
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Figure 12. The resolution cost per unit time
the size of routing table, which makes HMS scalable. In addition, the hierarchical
architecture prevents the mapping changes within an AS from impacting the
upper level. It makes the mappings in the upper level rather stable, reducing the
error caused by the mapping information asynchronization. The less dynamics of
HMS reduces the processing cost and makes a less possibility to have scalability
problems.
LISP-TREE is a DNS-based mapping system. It employs DNS due to its
scalability, so LISP-TREE is scalable. The LISP + ALT network is built in
a roughly hierarchical network, partial mesh which is intended to allow ag-
gregation where clearly-defined hierarchical boundaries exist. Building such
a structure should minimize the number of EID-prefixes carried by LISP +
ALT nodes near the top of the hierarchy, to make the mapping system scal-
able.
2) Fast lookup
Fast lookup is another important objective for a mapping system. We suggest
the use of one-hop DHT in HMS, which can achieve one hop lookup in an AS.
It reduces the lookup latency considerably. In the upper level, each Resolver
stores the global EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mappings, so the lookup is very fast.
However, in LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT, a map-request has to be forwarded
step by step to the root layer and causes large lookup latency. [9] considers
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a three-layer mapping system, while there may be more layers, which increases
the lookup latency further.
3) Mobility
The architecture and the mobility management of HMS make it support mobil-
ity efficiently. When an end host moves in the same mapping domain, it just
updates the local Mapping Server and has no effect on others. Even when an end
host moves in an AS, it does not cause new EID-prefix-to-Forwarder mapping
in the upper level. If an end host moves across several ASs, we introduce the
mapping scheme to stop the mapping changes from impacting the upper level.
The mobility management keeps the upper level stable and makes HMS have
a good support to host mobility. By contraries, LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
do not consider the support to mobility.
4) Autonomy
In HMS, we separate the mapping system into two levels. In the bottom level,
the network manager can organize its own mapping system as long as it can
exchange mapping information with the upper level. Doing this, each AS can
choose the most appropriate architecture to gain a better performance, which
has no effect on the upper level and other ASs. LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT
are hierarchical structures, and an AS can not design its own mapping sys-
tem.
5) Resolution cost
The calculation in Section 5.1 demonstrates that HMS has the lowest resolution
cost while LISP + ALT has the highest.
6 CONCLUSION
The mapping system is a very important component built to provide EID-to-RLOC
mappings for ITRs in LISP. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical mapping system
which has two levels. In the bottom level, we suggest the use of one-hop DHT to store
the EID-to-RLOC mappings within an AS. It can achieve one hop lookup in an AS.
In the upper level, HMS propagates the global mapping information between EID-
prefixes and ASs using a protocol like BGP. HMS can aggregate the fragmentized
prefixes in an AS, thus decreasing the size of mapping table. The number of mapping
entries in HMS grows slower than the routing table size, which makes HMS highly
scalable. In addition, the mobility management in HMS keeps the mapping table
in the upper level rather stable, making HMS support host mobility efficiently. We
also evaluate the number of map-requests sent to HMS, which shows that the load
on HMS is small. Last, we compare HMS with LISP-TREE and LISP + ALT by
quantitative and qualitative analysis. The results show that HMS has the lowest
cost and several benefits including scalability, fast lookup, autonomous and good
support to mobility.
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